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3M COMPLY MAGNT ATTACH FOR MON KITS

Brand : 3M Product code: COMPLYMG

Product name : COMPLY MAGNT ATTACH FOR MON
KITS

3M™ COMPLY™ Magnetic Attach for Monitors kit

3M COMPLY MAGNT ATTACH FOR MON KITS:

The 3M™ COMPLY™ Magnetic Attach for Monitors allows you to quick-click between world-class privacy
and screen sharing thanks to ultra strong magnets that click the filter securely into place. Leveraging
the power of rare earth magnets, the proprietary modern design seamlessly attaches the privacy filter to
the monitor display, ensuring a crisp, clear image.
3M COMPLY MAGNT ATTACH FOR MON KITS. Weight: 28.57631931 g, Package width: 50.8 mm, Package
depth: 139.7 mm

Weight & dimensions

Weight 28.57631931 g
Package width 50.8 mm

Weight & dimensions

Package depth 139.7 mm
Package height 12.7 mm
Package weight 28.57631931 g
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